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Tradition and Contemporary Experience: Essays on Jewish

Thought and Life, edited by ALFRED JOSPE (New York: pub-
lished by Schocken Books for B'nai B'rith Hilel Foundation,
Inc., 1970).

Reviewed by

Joel B. Wolowelsky

i have often found that the value

of a Hilel-type lecture lies not in
its objective content but rather in
its social dimension: An interest-
ing lecture sets the tone for a
social hour; it gives a group an
opportunity to publically express

its commitment or concern about
a contemporary issue, or offers the
opportunity to get to know a cam-
pus or national figure. Al are
worthwhile objectives and import-
ant parts of an over-all campus

program, but there is usually noth-
ing to talk about two hours later.
Sometimes a "heavy" topic is dis-
cussed, but then there is little fol-
low-up in the form of study aids
or suggested readings. It was thus
not with great enthusiasm that I
picked up this collection of twenty-
five Hilel lectures, a collection de-

signed to "stiulate the furer

1 "?

exploration of some fundamental
themes of Jewish thought and life
and thus contribute to. a deepened
understanding of the relevance of

Jewish tradition. . ."
Five or six of the essays . say in

one way or another that tradition
is a good thing (or at least not. a
bad thing) and that it (or at least
part of it) is compatible with the

contemporary experience. I don't
think that anyone would he con-
vinced by these arguments, but
more important, I suspect that most
college students have already come
across these ideas and have al-
ready accepted or rejected them.

Not so with those essays that
discuss Halakhah as a system or
as a way of life. Too large a num-
ber of Jewish collegiates have little
meaningful exposure to halakhical-
ly observant people, and many of
the committed students have dif-

culty articulating their position. I
therefore enjoyed Ernst Simon's
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discussion of "Law and Observ-. . therefore glad to read Ernst Si-
ance in Jewish Experience." Thos~wr mon's "On the meaning of Prayer."
searching for a "religious experi- It's a good introduction to a study

ence" should fid interesting Si- of Jewish prayer-"a gate to our
mon's claim that Halakhah tries living past"-but there is no fol-
to create a spiritual and intellectu- low-up, no suggested bibliography
al climate of. "sober drunkenness" -like a lecture. This is true of all
and that only it offers Jews the the articles, but most of them are

possibilty of becoming a religious too general a treatment to demand

society and not merely remaining a list of suggested readings.
unrelated religious individuals. . Generally, about half the lec-
Richard Israel's lecture on "Jewish tures-mainly those in sections two
Tradition and Political Action" has and three--ontain good points
some interesting thoughts on not and make interesting reading-and
only the value of a halakhic system probably better listening. Some Im-

but on the status of the American portant issues, such as the Chosen

Jewish community-a "marginal" People concept, are treated nicely
one in Israel's opinion-and the if not completely. Despite the
problem of reconciling contempo- grouping of the essays, 

there israry values with traditional stances. little flow throughout the book.
(E.g., Our commitment to democ- This would not be too serious if
racy verses the claim that "not each essay had dealt with.a topic

only in an ultiate Messianic state in such a way as to stimulate fur-

but in the self-contained Jewish ther study and had provided the
communities throughout history, direction for this study. On the
democracy was the exception rather whole, despite a number of good
than the rule.") Jospe might have lectures, the book doesn't 

meet its.balanced Israel's view that modern own obJectives. It might; however,
Halakhah cannot now deal with be useful as a reference book for
importaIitcontemporarý issues with people who talk with highscheol
a lecture that shows how using ha- and college students, as some of
lakhic (and not simply aggadic) the readings could be suggested as

sources a committed Jew forms a follow-up reading after a discus-
position on, say, the Viet-Nam war. sion. It certainly was a worthwhile
Such lectures "exist - I've heard attempt and Hilel and other
them, though there are few around groups should be encouraged to
--ang would be worth more than distribute transcripts of their gOod
a general lecture on the relevance lectures to a wider audience. The

of tradition. halakhic community in particular
I hoped to find a discussion of should present to the univetsìty

specific, concrete phenomena in community a sophisticated descrip-
the Jewish. experience and was tion of its religious experience.
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The Economic Impact of the Stx Day War by ELIYAHU KAN-
OVSKY (New York: Praeger Publihers, 1970).

Reviewed by

C. Morris Horowitz

In hi study, The Economic Im-
pact of the Six Day War, Professor
Eliyahu Kanovsky (Praeger Pub-
lishers, New York, 1970) describes
both the prewar and postwar eco-
nomic profies of Israel, the Occu-
pied Territories, Egypt and Jor-
dan. The author found, like so
many of us have found in the past
and wil doubtless continue to fid

in the future, that data on the Is-
raeli economy is readiy available,
and with the exception of self-
. defense restrictions brought about
by the constant military friction,
or threat of this, is on a par with
the data available of the most mod-
ern, developed, western nations.
Regretfuly, this does not hold tre

when it comes to the Arab states.
The data is sparce, contradictory,
and filed with "Not Available"

blanks.
Prof. Kanovsky found the Israeli

economy highly urbanized, and in
a state of fast moving industrial
and agricultual development based

on scientic application. Ths was
true despite the fact that the coun-
try found itself in June 1967 in
the midst of a "serious recession."

The beginings of an economic re-
vival were already evident before

the outbreak of the 1967 Six. Day
War and was hastened along a nor-
mal development by the miltary
situation. The most importt eco-
nomic area which the author found
deteriorating sharply was the bal-
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ance of payment. This was a direct
result of the Six Day War in par-
ticular, and the constant necessity

for military alertness in general.

The balance. of payments is ai;
accounting mechanism employed
by the economist which measures
and records the money value of
the supply of goods, services, loans,
etc. enterig a country from all
foreign countries and the supply
of domestic goods and services
leaving a country to the rest of the
world. In the case at hand, much
more goods, services, etc. are im-
ported into Israel, than exported

from IsraeL. This was caused in
great part by the overburdening

defense budget, and the importing

into Israel of investment and cap-
ital goods, that is, machinery and
tools used in industry and agricul-
ture, and miltary equipment.

Thè most direct, positive eco-
nomic. impact òf Israel's occupa-
tion of the. conquèred territories
is the oil from theSinai Peninsula. i
In addition, with the exception of

several industres, these territories
have provided .only some insigni-
ficant impact as a market. for Is-
raeli products. Another positive re""
sult may be the fact that Israel
is is trying to "divert an increasing
share o( the defense budget to in- '
ternal production of miltary equip-
ment." Although this means en-
couraging the development of c~r-i.
tain industries, the large diversioIi

of capital and labor for this pur-

pose postpones its immediate ap-

plication for positive purposes.
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. What Israel's economic future is,
depends on the post war situation
and relation with its neighbors,

both in a miltary and political
sense. Despite a history of border

clashes and war since the inception
of the state, the economy grew well
and the standard of living was ris-
ing fast. But one mUst remember

that one-fifth of its Gross National
Product is allocated to miltary pur-
poses. This means that out of every
five dollars worth of goods and
services manufactured and import-
ed during the course of a year, one
dollar goes for miltary purposes.

(This compares to about one dol-
lar out of. every ten dollars in the

. United States.) This economic bur-
den. might be offset, in part, "by
increased aid from Jewish com-

. niunities abroad, and possibly by
U.S. governmental economic aid."

. Should friction between Israel and

. its neighbors cease, it would be a
boon not only to the Israeli econo-
my, but to the economies of its
neighbors as well.

In. Egyt, Professor Kanovsky
finds, "that the gap between off-
cial statements and economic reali-
ties is often very wide." Through-
out the section of this study which
deals with Egyt, the author un-
derscores the areas in which this
gap is very evident. The economy
wàs in general at a pretty low ebb
when in 1960 Egyt instituted a
five year plan designed to give her
a rapid rate of expansion, especial-

.ly in industr, The five year results

"included some notable achieve-
ments, some glarng failures, and
a legacy of difcult problems."
What the war did to the economy
may be spelled out in terms of the

closing of the Suez Canal, the loss
of the Sinai PeninslÙa oil wells,

and the decline in tourist trade.
However, as the author under-
scores, the "war did not reverse an
economic uptrend; it accelerated
a prewar downtrend."

The Jordanian economy previ-
ous to the war was rapidly devel-
oping in the area of agricultural
production. This was stimulated by
large scale foreign grants and other
aid. Despite this aid, Professor
Kanovsky quotes the U.N. Eco-
nomic and Social Offce in Beirut
that on the eve of June 1967, Jor-

dan was facing either a Udrastic

change in its taxation or import
policies" or "settling for a rate

of growth considerably lower than

both suggested by past performance
and that set by the authors of the
seven-year program for economic
development 1964-1970." On the
other extreme, the author quotes
a U.S. Dept. of Agriculture publi-
cation which "estimated that 10r~

dan wil make substantial progress
toward, or conceivably reach, eco-

nomic viabilty in the next 15 to
20 years." Prof. Kanovsky seems
to agree with the latter, when he
concluded that: "Assuming no
radical political-miltary changes,

either internal or external, the pros-
pect is for a continuation of growth
in production and incomes and a
high level of investment and devel-
opment. "

During the Six Day War, the
West Bank and the Gaza Stp were
the two most populated terrtories
taken over by IsraeL. Transjordan

had annexed the West Bank fol-
lowing the Arab-Israel War of
1948. The Arabs in this area which
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had been part of Palestine and
therefore under British mandate,

had been generally more advanced
educationally, culturally, and eco-
nomically. Practically from every
point of view, the Arabs in this
area have progressed since the War.
This has been seen in such sectors
as agriculture" industry, trade and
commerce. Wages and price levels
have risen and as a whole, unem-
ployment levels were lower as of
the end of 1969 than before the
war.

Like the West Bank, the Oaza

Strip had been part of British
mandated Palestine. It had been
taken over by Egypt following the
Arab-Israel War of 1948. The in-
habitants, however, never accorded
Egyptian citizenship. Israel found
there a poverty stricken, unem-
ployed and underemployed popula-

tion, more than half of which were
refugees, and about half of whom
had been living in camps for al-
most 20 years. Welfare had been

the way of life for the majority.
"Tens of thousands had been em-
ployed by the United Nations
Emergency Force, the Egyptian
Ary stationed in the area, the
lucrative and growing smuggling

trade . . ." All this disappeared

overnight. Immediately Israel tried
to introduce public works programs
locally, while others were trans-
ported to the West Bank and to
Israel for similar projects. The Is-
raeli Minister of Labor opened for
them two vocational schools for
training in metalwork, carpentry

construction skils, bookkeeping,

and other areas. Prof Kanovsky
concludes that: "Since 1968 there

have been all the signs of a con
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. tinued rapid growth of light in-
dustry, some expansion in agri-
culture, and growing employment
opportunities in Israe!."

In terms of area, the more than
23,000 square miles which consti-
tute the Sinai Peninsuia is the
largest single territory taken by
Israel during the Six-Day War.
The Israeli authorities have started
here some small-scale development
of agriculture and some related in-
dustries, but "with a minmum of
investment." .

The Golan Heights, taken from
Syria during the Six-Day War,
consists of some 444 square miles.
Since the general assessment of the

probabilty of Syria's negotiating

with Israel is very small, all Israeli
economic actions are based on
complete integration with the Is-
raeli Economy.

The Old City of Jerusalem, re-
ferred to since the Six Day War
as East Jerusalem, was offcially
"annexed to or unified with the
New City a few weeks after the
war." The New City population
numbered about 200,000 and the ,
Old City about 70,000. Damage to
civilan buildings, in both sectors

of Jerusalem, had been partcular-
ly greater than elsewhere and the

economic dislocations. were very
severe initially. In the long run
unification meant economic im-
provement for the majority. The
large numbers of Israelis, as well
as Jewish tourists from all over the
world, who were kept out of what
had been the Old City, stimulated I
commerce. As in other areas, the
adjustment for the white collar
workers and professionals was the
most difcult. The Israeli Govem-
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ttent employment services as well
'as the Histadrut, played important
roles towards. economic integration.
In general, the population. of the

Old City reaped benefits from this
integration.

This study is clearly written, well
documented with source notes and
with basic statistical tables and

appendices. Although this book is
basically an,' objective, technical

study, the general reader wil fid

in each section summary chapters
which make for non-technical,
popular reading.

Prof. Kanovsky's book is highly
recommended both for the general
and technical reader.

Perushiln Umechkarim BaTalmud: Massekhet Glliin, by MEYER
S~ FELDBLUM (New York: Yeshiva University Press, 1969).

Reviewed by Gerald.. Blidstéin. .
Professor Feldblum has present-

ed the student of Talmud with a
stimulating commentary on Trac-
tate Gittin from the perspective. of

"critical method" in his Perushim
U-Mechkarim BaTa/mud: Gittin.
As such, the book may also serve
as a paradigmatic introduction to
the method itself; its analytical
tools, historical and literary as-

sumptions, characteristic problems
and solutions. . The student who
"learns" Gittin with this volume.
in hand wil find that a suggestive

dimension has been added to his
study-and, after all, how else does
any method succeed or fail?

The volume before us is, then,
primarily a commentary. Prof.
Feldblum does, however, provide
a substantial Introduction (with a
brief resumé in English) that crys-
tallizes the problems and hypothe-
~s of this method, utiizing Gittin
as exemplar. Here the reader can

find the formal Ustuff" of critical
method and its concerns laid. out
before him: the nature of the on-

going development of Torah She-
be-al-Peh in general, the process by
which the statements of Tannaim
reach us in the Mishnah and To-
sefta and the relationship and struc-
ture of these sources, the process

by which the Talmuds grow and
in their growth interpret and even
effect radical changes in the Sources
upon which they draw, the question
of the "editing" and perhaps the

authority of the Talmud.

Indeed, . this' summary is most
revealing of Prof. Feldblum's en-

terprise. He views the Talmud as
a dynamic document whose au-
thors are forever grappling with

real problems and developing new
concepts. Concepts have their own
history; but this history is not the
outcome of economic and. social
fluctuation but the product of the
talmudic task itself--the examina-

tion and interpretation of short,
ambiguous statements and their ex-
trapolation to new situations and
other texts. Thus, Prof. Feldblum
shows that concepts familar. to
Talmudic jurisprudence-the rule
establishing the basic authenticity
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of any documènt bearing the signa-
ture of two witnesses, for example

-were understood dierenty at
diferent times. Such contrasts are
seen, moreover, ftom the perspec-

tive of contrasting literary interpre-
tation rather than from the per-

spective of contrasting postures of
legal thought.

In all this, Maimonides' words

(cited by Prof. Feldblum) might.
well serve as credo: "The third
category consists of laws which
they derive by logical methods,

concerning which controversies
arose that were decided by major-
ity vote. . . However, if one were

to think that those laws concern-

ing which disputes 
developed also

onginated with Moses, attributing
the controversy either to errors in
transmission. . . or to inadequate

attentiveness to one's mentors. . .

such a view . . . emanates from
one who is deficient in common

sense . . ." Maimonides here rè-

jects the view found in SeIer H a-

Kabbalah and afs the applica-
tion to the Talmud of the full range
of techniques available for the un-
derstanding of any intellectual en-
terprise.

The student who fully experi-
ences ths book discovers that Tan-
naim and Amoraim Geonim and
Rishonim, are much closer to him
-and he to them-than previously:
they too struggle to extract sense

fròm a diffcult world, though this
world is cònstituted, primarily, by
literary rather than social reality.
Whether traditional Jewry is wil-
ing to attempt thi psychological
posture-whether it wil .:6nd it con-
structively challenging or existen-

tially arogant-wil play a large
(though not exclusive) part in de-
ciding whether this method wil
achieve sustained use.

Nostalgia and Nightmare - A Study in the Fiction of S. Y.
Agnon, by ARNOLD J. BAND (University of Caliorna Press,
Berkeley and Los Angelest 1968).

Reviewed by Willam Braun

The achievement embodied in
this fundamental study of the work
of Agnon grows if ODe considers
the obstacles that miltated against

its completion. The extent of Ag-
non's literar output over the last
. sixty years, limited to a simple in-
dex of his works listed alphabetic-
ally, runs to some fort-two pages
alone. Any organization of this
huge matenal must take into ac-
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count Agnon's peculiar manner of
compoSing, hi habit of constant re-
editing of his novels and stories,
many of which were re-written i
several times - according to his

changig taste and artistic de- :
mands.

Presentig this enormous amount
of Hebrew pros to an English-
speaking public, acquainted only

with the translated fraction of Ag-
non's work, required extensive ren-
derings of. the content of the nar-
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ratives. The linear analysis. of

H akhnasat . KallahJ .for example,
covers some twenty-five pages of
text. In addition to all this, the
author tries to sum up and incor-
porate a generation of Agnon
scholarship. Literary organiztion
of an exceptional kind was re-
quired to come to terms with an
oeuvre of such dimensions, long

before the author could deal with
the artistic and intellectal achieve-
ment of Agnon. Mr. Band, never-
theless, modestly calls ~is study
"work in progress/' and regrets
his decision not to trêat any of

Agnon'8 works. published after
1953, thus leaving out in his crit-
ical discussions the productions of
the làst seventeen years' of Ag-

non's life. Nor was he able to con-
sult many of Agnon's letters which,
except for a few, have not yet been
collected and published.

Mr. Band's scholarly approach
firmly treats the wrter and his
work as an organic whole. In
order to understand Agnon's work
he incorporates an extremely read-

able biographical account, his boy-
hood and adolescence in Buczacz
with its unusual blend of tradition-
al piety and Western European
intellectual currents, his stay in
Jafa at the eve of the fist World
.War among the oUm of the second
aliyah, and his subsequent eleven

years in Germany during and after
the war. Not only did the author

talk to Agnon's family, bis friends

and acquaintances; he also had the
advantage of consulting. Agnon
himself. He thus provides the basis
for an objective biography that fu-

tue scholars will be able to build
on. Regrttbly, the biogrphic re-

search stops in 1924, at the tie

of Agnon's return to Eretz Israel.
Since Apon's life semed penect-
ly tranqui and uneventful, an ac-

count of the turbulent thies and
forties seemed les neessary.

The author treats Agnon's. work
in historical order. He follows his
progress from boyhoo scribbiings
and adolescent publications to later
mastery. Genesis and development

of themes. and motives are traced
as they grow and change, appear
and re~å.ppear over some fifty years.
Each of the great novels is a11ot-

td a chapter and the lesser works

of the .very same period are treat-
ed in a parallel chapter. Within
this. historil flow each work is
treated in a parallel chapter. With-
in this historical flow each work
is treated as a single artistic unit.
Its strcture, technique, point of

view and symbolism ar discussed
with all the skils of a litera in-

vestigator. This method, with its
abundance of detail, must of ne-
cessity, involve some reption
and overlapping, but it provides

a most thorough discussion of the
whole work.

The book's title denves from a
statement in Karl Shapiro's In De-

fense of Ignorance. Proust's. nos-
talgia and Kafka's nightmare sug-
gested to Shapiro the two central
attitude modm Jews may take
towards their cultural heritage. To
the author, nostalgia and night-

mare are the two pilar around
which Agnon's work revolves. Yet,
centr as they certainly are, these
two attitudts. do not at aU sum up
Agnon's artistiè aehievement.Ag-
non With his intenity of vision,
his richness of imgiation, his
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. depth ':.of ,. 'insight, portrays the to-
tality of. Jewisll)existenc.e in the

. l"ast hundred. and, 'ffty years. He is
the chronicler" of aU our crises, of
the erosion of faith, the disintegra-

tion . of religious. practices, the

"break-down. of family life, and the

abandonment of learning. Time
and time again these problems are

reflected in Agnon's kaleidoscopic

view. . Mr. Band implies all this
when he says of the three major

novels that though not intentionally
Wi'tten as a trilogy, they are re-
lated in having their .roots in' Gå-
licia and extending in' various de-
grees towards the land "of IsraeL.
It is.' the tersion between Galut
and Redemption, between Eastern
Eùròpe and Eretz Israel. 'that rep-
resents the heart. of the Jewish

problem, at the same time that it
is the pivot around which Agnoii's
work revolves.

The question of the meaning of
Jewish survival is asked even more
more startingly in Temol Shilshom,
Agnon's last major novrl. Though
set against the events of the second
Aliyah, it was written in the nie-
teen-thirties, anticipating the holo-
caust that was to come. Agnon
does not explain the abject death

of his hero, "the meaningless death
of an innocent man, the archetypal

'binding of Isaac, but on a mean-
ingless altar" (p. 428). But the
profound manner in. which: he
asked the question of his genera-

tion in a novel rich in symbolism

makes him the great artist beyond
Nostalgia and Nightmare.

.' .

The Rise, of..A"merican Je"wish Literature, edited by CHALES
ANGOFF and MEYER LEVIN (New York: Simon and Schuster,
"1970) .

My Name Aloud, by HAROLD U. RiBALOW (New York: Thomas
Y oseloff, 1969).

Reviewed by Herbert Cohen

What constitutes American Jew-
ish literature? Is it literature about
Jewish topics written by Ameri-
cans? Or is it literature written
simply by authors who are J~wish?

As yet there .has been no consen-

sus on what American Jewish lit-
erature exactly is; however, in re-
cent months two books have prOM

. vided more material for research
on this subject.

"1'30

The fist is an anthology en-
titled, The Rise of American Jew-
ish Literature which opens with
an especialy apt choice: the auto-

"biographical novel, The Rise of
David Levinsky and its graphic
picture of a Jewish immigrant in

America. A kind of Jewish Hora-
tio Alger,. Levinsky is confronted
at the outset of his American ex-
perience with poverty; but through
a combination of good forte and
his own perserverance, he is able

II.
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: to arrIve at a posItion of wealth
in societý. The reprinted selection

is fùii of insight in its development
of Levinsky's coming to terms with
the open society in Which he finds
himself. He asks himself: can I
maintain my religiosity in the face
of a variety of alternate life modes?

In Charles Angoff's nostalgic
Journey to the Dawn, the same
question is asked with specific ref-
erence to working on the Sabbath.

It is partially answered by an aged
Jewish bobbe, who in her wisdom
perceptively sees both the good and
the bad in American Jewish life.

Call it Sleep by Henry Roth, a
strongly psychological work, stands
out as being much different from
the novels which precede it in the
anthology. More contemporary '. in
style, it is, like David Levinsky,

the story of an immigrant boy
growing up, but it is told through
the youngster's eyes. Although Call
it . Sleep is somewhat overdrawn
as aD ent:ire book, the selections
reproduced here allow the reader
to appreciate its flashes of psycho-
logical briliance without having

to struggle through many scenes
made slow-moving by the author's
unnecessarily heavy reliance on the
use 6f dialect. The novel reaches

great stylistic heights, especially in
a scene in which a doctor examines
little David Schearl after he has
just received aD electric shock. In
this brilliant vignette, a markedly
Joycean flavor is achieved when
Roth superimposes many different
conversations one upon the other.

With The Island Within by Lud~
wig Lewisohn, the anthology con-
siders the problem of how one
comes to terms with his Jewishness

not as an immigrant facing a new
and open world, but as a second
generation intermarred Jew. Ar-
thur Knight feels an emotional
void in his relationship to his wife.
The symptoms of his malaise are
brought out in . the scenes in which
he . faces his in-laws.
Like Arthur Knight, Sammy

Glick, . the protagonist of Budd
Shulberg's famous Hollywood nov-
el, W hat Makes Sammy Run, also
rejects his past. Although he does
not regret it, he nevertheless finds
himself cold and alone in- the world
just at the moment he has achieved
the pinnacle of his material suc-

cess. Although his tragedy is a
personal one, it is moreover a Jew-
ish one, for in his climb to -achieve

fame he leaves behind him 'all
vestiges of his heritage. Both Shul-
berg's and Lewisobn's stories SUg-
gest that there is a price to be

paid for leaving one's familal and
emotional roots.

Although not known primarily
as writers of American Jewish fic-
tion, Norman Mailer and Irwin
Shaw are represented in this col-
lection by their respective war nov-
els: The Naked and the Dead: and

The Young Lions. The excerpts
from the novels concern themselves

with Jewish soldiers who, although
alienated Jews, undergo a Jewish

identity crisis during wartime.
Prom war novels concerning

Jews, the anthology moves on to
consider Frederic Morton's As-
phalt and Desire and Herman
Wouk's Marjorie Morningstar, two
novels about Jewish girls growing
up. Wouk's book suggests that the
traditional 'mode of life can be
quite satisfying in the long run _
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not a surrising concluson for the

man who later wrote This is My
God, a personal testament of his
religious faith.

"Eli, the Fanatic~' by Philp Roth
is the only short story in the col.
lection. It is an excellent choice

because in it is Roth's most. com-

pellng statement about the alien-
ated Jew. Eli Peck, a lawyer who
must convice a European.style
Yeshivah to leave suburban com.
munity of Woodenton, impulsively
dons the ragged garb of a poor
chasid only to discover that his
friends now consider him mentally
deranged. His predicament is
graphically depicted when, in his
black suit and wide-brimmed hat,

he visits his newly born son at the
hospitaL. As some interns seize
him to place hi under sedation,
Eli hauntingly cries out, "I'm the
father." His cry is reminiscent of

the parochial Jew who has found
himself outdated by his time. Eli
Peck wonders: if I am the father -

if I, by wearig these clothes,
represent the tradition -- then why
do people consider me an abbera-
tion of the mind?

In Bernar Malamud's The As-
sistant the Jewish tradition is
viewed in a much more positive
and constructive way. While Mor-
ris Bober, the old Jewish grocer,

sees it as only being partially rel-
evant to life, Frank Alpine, the

Gentile drifter, sees. in it, and in

Morrs.' daughter, the answer to his
sense of anomie. What especially
appeals to him is the abilty of
Jews to endure. sufering, and their
sènse of history which gives mean-
ing to tbeir present existence. The
novel seems more modem than
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Remember Me to God by Myron
Kaufman, a somewhat dated story
of a Jewish youth who wants to
marry a Gentile girl from an elite
Boston family. Although the boy
wants to convert, the minister :fds

hi an unacceptable candidate
since he is really seekig accept-

ance into an aristocratic Boston
group - not into another religion.
Richard Amsterdam seems unlike
a modern youth, since now young
people are more likely to marry

for motives more altruistic than
social position.

It is fortunate that in this col-

lection is included an example of
one response to one of the two most
significant events for Jews in mod-
em times - the Holocaust. In The

Pawnbroker by Edward Lewis
Wall ant, Saul Nazerman, a refugee
of the concentration camps, has
cut himself off from his peple and
his heritage. Emotionally he is re-
moved from his surroundings even
though his pawn shop in Harlem
brings him in touch with people
of extreme temperaments. Wall 

ant
suggests that for such a Jew, there
are no easy answers to the prob-

lems of lüe and faith.
Stern by Bruce Jay Friedman,

Herzog by Saul Bellow, and The
Chosen by Chaim Potok round
out The Rise of American Jewish

Literature. Stern is a wild portait
of a self-bating intermared Jew
who constantly sees himself as a
victim of life. Comic in a grotesque
way, the book ilustrates an alost
paranoid response of a man to his

faith. Stem envisions everone
hating him, and he feels inferior to
everyone whom he meets. Herzog
portrays the Jew as an alienated
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intellectual; to him, Judaism is an
amorphous mass of fond recollec-
tions and meaningless trvia. In
The Chosen, however, the Jews are
reconciled with their Jewishness. In
the colorful environs of Wiliams-
burg, Dany and Reuven, the two
main charcters, see Judaism not as

somethng to escape from, but as
somethig to move towards. The
Chosen is a work with faults, as
are many of the other novels rep-
resented in the collection, but it
nonetheless marks a signicant
change in outlook for American
Jewish literature.

In addition to the above works,

books by such authors as Jerome
Weidman, Daniel Fuchs, Meyer
Levin, Herbert Gold, and Wallace

Markfield are represented. What
enhances all the selections are the
brief introductiory notes to each

one of them by the authors Angoff
and Levin. That they did not in-
clude works written about the birth
of the state of Israel such as Len
Uris' Exodus. a novel which, while

not greeted by critical acclaim, had
tremendous influence in American
Jewish life, suggests that, 'in the
view of the editors, American Jew-
ish literature, in addition to dealing
with Jewish content in some way,
must also deal with the American
landscape. The problem with the
anthology to which the editors
readily admit, is their inclusion of
some novels of questionable liter-
ar merit. However, in view of
their avowed goal of compilng a
social history from the novel, their
selections seem justied.

The very title of the short story
collection edited by Harold U; Rib-
aJow is designed to evoke a sense

of pride in. one's Jewishness. In

My Name Aloud, Ribalow con-
siders American Jewish literature
something for Jews to be proud of,
not only because of it literary
merit but because through it, Jew-
ish wnters honestly tackle Jewish

problems.
Some of the same topics consid-

ered in Rise ar dealt with in short-
story form in My Name Aloud. In-
termarriage, Jewish identity, Bar
Mitzvah, the modern day rabbin-
ate and Southern Jews caught up in
integration comprise some of the
volume's subject matter. Among
the more noteworthy stories is' "Be-
hold the Dréamer" by Michael
Rosenack, which also happens to
be one of the few stories that por-
tray religion positively. In it, a
former City College student fr
the Bronx decides to go to Israel,
the land where reality and the
dream meet. Desirous of beoming
an English teacher at a yeshivah

high' school,' he eventually lands
the. job and beComes a student
of Torah. The story ends with the
suggestion that Gershon, alias Jer-
ry. may even marry his teacher's
daughter.

uRabinowitz the Fool" by Alan

Schaffer is a striking short short

story about a southern Jew from
Georgia who is pressured by Ne-
groes to desegrate his store, and

by Jews not to be the first to de-
segrate. Rabinowitz finally dese-
grates and, the next mornng, fids
a black swastika smeared across
his front window. The story cap-
tures the pictur of a Jew in galut.

Chayim Zeldis' "The Golem,"
the story which closes the collec-
tion, tell of a youngster's los of
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religious faith. In it, there is a

highly unusual description of the
birkat. Kohanim which reveals how
the ritual might appear to the re-
ligious novice.

The Cantor uttered a word. and
the priest repeated it. But what was
the Cantor's trained voice beside
those wild cataphonous, half-ani-
mal sounds the Kohanim made!
Each' word. the Cantor gave them
was ¡junced upon and shaken like
prey in the mouth of the preda-
ceous beasts. Some of them growl-
ed; other wailed. . .

As is evident~ many of the stories
in My Name Aloud, like "The Go~
lemt reflect an anti~religious bias,

which is perhaps a measure of the
times. Although most of the stories
in the collection deal with Jewish

characterst they do not all deal
with particularly. Jewish themes;
like "Mr. Isaacsn by Seymour Ep-
stein, many deal with the univers.al
themes of love, death, and aging.
The stories, in fact, appear alpha-
betically according to authOr .in
the anthoiogy~ andàre not grouped
thematically. It is. unlike The Rise
of American Jewish Literàture
which is designed to show the de-
velopment of the Jewish noveL. Rib-
aIow's book intends merely to ex-

hibit the varied result of this im-

portant development in American
literary life.

Although poth Rise and . Name
have merit in their own terms and
provide engaging reading, both suf-
fer from built-in liabilties. Rise, an
anthology of selections from larger
works, includes excerpts which are
not always reflective of the entire
noveL. For examplet Mailer's N ak-

ed and the Dead is not strictly a
novel about Jewish soldiers. Name,
a collection of short storiest pro-
vides a showcase for many writers;
but, like a showcase, it often re-

veals glitter with little substance

behind it.
The central difculty with both

books is that almost all of the au-
thors in them, although they. deal

with Jewish characters, do not write
knowledgeably. Their lack of Jew-

ish learning is grossly reflected in

their works, which, by and larget
are prejudiced against religion.- Un-
fortunately, they all too often dem-
onstrate that ignorance of Judaism
in many cases leads to intolerance
of .Judaism.

Perhaps in the future, American
Jewish literature wil not only be
written by Jewish Americans but
also by knowledgeable Jews.
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